To facilitate the calculation of the thermodynamic properties of internal rotators lying outside the limits of available tabulations, methods of determining the energy levels are studied for the purpose of finding the most expeditious route to accurate results. It proves to be unnecessary in any case to calculate many levels from the wave mechanics. A partition function is set up in terms of the correct ground state and a series of approximate levels derived from the old quantum theory, and this is corrected to constancy by the successive substitution of correct levels, starting with the first excited state. A set of levels obtained in this way which gives the correct partition function always leads to correct values of all the thermodynamic properties.
To facilitate the calculation of the thermodynamic properties of internal rotators lying outside the limits of available tabulations, methods of determining the energy levels are studied for the purpose of finding the most expeditious route to accurate results. It proves to be unnecessary in any case to calculate many levels from the wave mechanics. A partition function is set up in terms of the correct ground state and a series of approximate levels derived from the old quantum theory, and this is corrected to constancy by the successive substitution of correct levels, starting with the first excited state. A set of levels obtained in this way which gives the correct partition function always leads to correct values of all the thermodynamic properties.
To obtain accurate energy levels, the continued fractions of Koehler and Dennison are recommended as most convenient. E XTENSIVE tables of the four thermodynamic properties of the hindered internal rotator have been published by Pitzer and Gwinn.! These tables are based upon energy levels obtained from rigorously derived relations for a system of two coaxial rotators, one symmetrical, the other "accidentally" symmetrical, and are recommended as accurate enought for the more general case of a rigid framework with non-interacting symmetrical tops attached at any angles. The energy levels come out as regions within which individual levels may appear, such that for any fixed combination of quantum states of the remaining degrees of freedom, a particular level is determined within each region, and, by numerical summation, a partition function and the derivable thermodynamic properties are determined.
For a given temperature, potential barrier, moment of inertia and symmetry number, there are two limiting values of each property of the internal rotator between which the representative average value must lie. Pitzer and Gwinn! found ,it unnecessary to develop a valid solution for the average, but limited their calculations to those regions of the variables in which the differences between the limiting values are negligible, and found that they had apparently covered all cases for which the tables were likely to be used.
The recent accurate determination of a low potential barrier and a low internal moment of inertia from spectroscopic data for methyl alcohol by Burkhard and Dennison 2 places this compound well outside the limits of the Pitzer and Gwinn! tabulations and probably means that there will be other cases as well which are not covered by the tables.
As yet there appears to be no basis upon which any considerable general extension of the tables could be founded, and, even if there were, the extension could hardly be justified when few compounds are expected to require it. In order to deal with the methyl alcohol case, for which the thermodynamic properties are now being calculated, available methods of setting up the 1 K. S. Pitzer and W. D. Gwinn, J. Chem. Phys. 10,428 (1942) . required energy levels, or regions of energy levels, have been examined, and a scheme had been devised which makes liberal use of rapidly calculated old quantum theory levels at higher energies. In this paper this scheme is developed and illustrated with cases lying within the limits of the tables of Pitzer and Gwinn.! The energy levels used by Pitzer and Gwinn! were obtained from Hill's determinant and an equation representing a theorem discovered by Hill. 3 The description of the actual calculation is extremely brief and is likely to give the reader the impression that the required levels can be obtained only with extensive laborious calculations. An equivalent solution, developed by Koehler and Dennison 4 for the simple cosine potential function and the symmetry number 3, is readily generalized for all symmetry numbers, contains the coupling constant within the determinant, thereby eliminating the need for Hill's theorem, and can be expressed in terms of infinite continued fractions which are easier to solve than the determinant. As compared with Hill's determinant, which includes solutions for more complicated potential functions, the simple continued fractions are limited to the form V = V o (1 -cosnx)/2, but they contain all the information necessary to calculate the available tabulated properties.
An outline of the derivation of the continued fractions, following Koehler and Dennison 3 except for the introduction of the general symmetry number n, is given below. The wave equation for the internal motion is:
The solution has the form
in which the aT are Fourier coefficients, and u= -KCriC where K is the quantum number of the rotation of the whole molecule around the axis of the internal rotation, C 1 is the moment of inertia of one of the coaxial rotators, and C is the sum of the moments of the two rotating parts. 
where H is the barrier height in wave numbers and C 1 C 2 /C is the reduced internal moment of inertia, combined with the classical partition function of the limiting free rotator,
it follows that
In Eq. (7), and subsequently where the fraction V /RT appears, R is the gas constant and V is the potential barrier in the same energy units. Here a is expressed in terms of the variables tabulated by Pitzer and Gwinn.1 For the energy corresponding to a given value of the characteristic number R, (8) which takes the more convenient form for calculating thermodynamic properties
where the energy appears as a ratio to the barrier height which is independent of the units of energy.
At a fixed value of uin and a given Q, and V /RT, the a introduced into Eq. (4) is proportional ton 2 , and consequently the derived R will also be proportional to n 2 • Therefore E/V (Eq. (9» is independent of the symmetry number, and the energy level system at constant u/n will always be the same for a given value of
The energy levels from Eq. (4) are periodic in u, repeating themselves each time this quantity is changed by n units. For a given continuous region of energy levels, all possible numerical values will occur between u= 0 and u= ±n/2. To obtain the tabulated results of Pitzer and Gwinn,! two sets of levels, one for u=O, the other for u= ±n/2, are used at each point.
The selection of -KCt/C for u gives the result an apparent asymmetry which is interesting because either moment of inertia could be defined as Cl. The actual boundary conditions are, more generally, KCt/C+ u= Sl and KCz/C-U=S2 where Sl and S2 must be integers. If, as in the above definition, either Sl or S2 is given an arbitrary value, a complete set of energy levels will be obtained, such that, for a given value of K, a level of a particular symmetry class always appears at the same energy. The solution, however, may come from anyone of the n equations of the type of Eq. (4), according to what integer has been selected for Sl or S2.
To obtain the ratios E/V (Eq. (9» which define the energy levels, u is chosen, a is calculated and the R values which satisfy Eq. (4) are found by successive approximation. If the energy regions are numbered off, starting with zero, the condition u=o corresponds to the lower limits of the even numbered regions and the upper limits of the odd-numbered regions. For this condition, Eq. (4) takes the form
When, however, Eq. (10) is used, it develops that only the lower limits of the even numbered regions are directly obtainable, while a singularity is encountered in each region where one of the other solutions is expected to lie. These singularities prove to be valid solutions. Apparently, the derivation of Eq. (4), which involves a succession of divisions, has included an inadvertent division by zero for the case u= O. If an appropriate portion of the corresponding determinant of the coefficients is expanded, the determinant is in which the negative roots go with the even-numbered regions, the positive roots with the odd-numbered ones.
To reproduce the tables of Pitzer and Gwinn,l sets of energy levels according to Eqs. (7), (9), (10), (11) which cover the major part of the tabulations, it has already been shown that the old quantum theory, with an arbitrary assignment of quantum numbers, will yield accurate results. 5 These can be obtained most expeditiously with the aid of a subsequently published table. 6 It is now of interest to inquire, for the region of low 0I./n 2 , that is, the region of widely spaced levels relative i J. 0 Halford, J. Chern. Phys. 15, 645 (1947 
If R is the square of an integral multiple of n, the solutions correspond to 0" = 0, while for R equal to
[n(2S+ 1)/2J2, where S is an integer, the results are valid for 0"= ±n/2. Each level except the lowest is both the upper limit of one region and the lower limit of the next, and the forbidden energies between the eligible regions have disappeared. Equation (13), for 0"=0, is also the old quantum theory solution for the one-dimensional rotator, and, if the privilege of assigning the intervening half quantum numbers is assumed, the free rotator solution can be said to have been derived from the old quantum theory. Further, since the level system of the hindered rotator rapidly takes on the character of free rotation as the energy increases, there must be some point beyond which the old quantum theory energy levels can be substituted for the more accurate ones without undue loss of accuracy, even when the barrier is appreciable.
The results of a series of old quantum theory graphical integrations are contained in a previously published table 6 which gives E/V as a function of an index p which is defined as:
If the hindered rotator is treated like the free rotator, the corresponding assignment of integers and halfintegers to r will again divide the energy space into contiguous regions which should be the same as the correct regions at high energies. At lower energies, the old quantum theory solutions will lie in the forbidden spaces, and each one will represent some kind of an average of the upper limit of one region and the lower limit of the next.
It is proposed to minimize the rather laborious use of Eqs. (10), (11) and (12) in the calculation of thermodynamic properties in the following manner. The old quantum theory limits of the regions are first laid out. Then, starting at the lowest energies, the correct levels are successively substituted until further substitution no longer appreciably changes the partition function or its derivatives. In general, an accurate result will require at least one solution of Eq. (10) and the first pair of solutions of Eq. (12), while the further substitution of accurate levels will depend upon the particular system being evaluated and the desired accuracy of the result. Eqs. (10), (11) and (12). On the left are the solutions for 0'=0, on the right those for O'=±!. Table II contains the approximations to the same limiting levels given by the old quantum theory.
Calculations are now carried out for V /RT= 1.0, 1/Qr=0.4759. First, Q is added for the case 0'=0 with all levels except the lowest taken from the old quantum theory, then the sum is corrected by substituting the values for l= 1 and l= 2 for the corresponding old quantum theory approximation, the substitution is then made for l=3 and 4, etc., as shown in Table III. For O'=!, the first summation involves entirely old quantum theory levels, referred, however, to the accurate lowest level for 0'=0 as the zero of energies. Substitutions are then made as indicated in the table. Except for the first row, all of the partition functions lead to the same result, -F/T=1.289, (F-Ff)/T =0.187. By linear interpolation, from Table II of Pitzer and Gwinn,! the latter value is 0.185. For this case the free energy has been accurately reproduced with five correct energy levels, although in an independent calculation it would be necessary to increase this number to nine in order to be sure of the accuracy of the result.
In Table IV , the sum Q' = "' £ (6.E/RT)e-I1E !RT is examined in the same way, for the purpose of calculating H/T=RQ'/Q and S= (H-F)/T. The values in the second and subsequent rows, used either with the corresponding Q's or the limiting Q's from Table III , all lead to 1.087 for H/T, against 1.085 from Pitzer and Gwinn.! The entropy, SI-S=0.093, equals the Pitzer and Gwinn value. Again five accurate energy levels suffice.
The heat capacity is now calculated, for which purpose Q"=",£(6.E/RT)2e I1E!RT, as shown in Table V . Again, all of the summations except the first row lead to the same heat capacity, 1.151 at 0'=0, and 1.150 at O'=! as against 1.149 from the tables of Pitzer and Gwinn.! For the particular case here illustrated, accurate values of all the thermodynamic properties have been obtained with only five levels derived from the wave mechanics, while the rest are introduced as approximate averages from the old quantum theory. In order to be sure of the result, however, without bringing outside experience into the problem, it would be necessary to increase the number of accurate levels to seven or nine. It appears from these calculations that, whenever the upper limit of one region is close enough to the lower limit of the next, the substitution of an old quantum theory average can be ma,de. Since the required proximity of the two limits is determined by the ratio EIV (i.e., W /H), the illustration indicates that the substitution can be made whenever this ratio lies above 1.5.
This statement can be tested, with the above set of energy levels, at other values of V /RT. If the approximation is accurate at V/ RT=0.20 (1/Qr=0.2128) , it is reasonable to say that it will be satisfactory at all values of V /RT between 0.20 and 1.00. The results, with only five accurate levels, three at 0'=0 and two at 0' = 3/2, are summarized in Table VI . The last row gives the results obtained by interpolation from the tables of Pitzer and Gwinn.! The two correct levels for l equal to 1 and 2 at 0'=0 are not essential to the production of an accurate result at this point. Consequently, the result at 0'=0 can be reproduced exactly as tabulated with only one level correctly evaluated.
To the writer's knowledge, the tabulations of Pitzer and Gwinn have never been independently checked. It may therefore be of some interest that the thermodynamic properties obtained with the energy levels of Table I at several points within the limits of the Pitzer and Gwinn tabulations have always been very close to the tabulated values. A similar set of checks with Tables III-VI , inclusive, show that it will not, in general, be necessary to make such evaluations. Since, in general, R must lie between two of the quantities (0'+r)2 and (o+r+n)2, all of the fractions a 2 /[ { r}{ r+n} ] will be positive except the one for which R lies between the two squares appearing in the denominator. In the numerically evaluated continued fraction, there will therefore be one plus sign, which will appear further down the fraction for the successively higher values of R. Beyond this point, the fractions always converge rapidly. Since the continued fractions are equivalent to a determinant of the coefficients of the Eqs. (3), and a solution could be obtained from a limited part of the determinant centered around the point corresponding to the above plus sign, it should be possible to dispense with much of the superstructure of the continued fraction. When the point is reached at which two values of R are indistinguishable (e.g., 1= 7, 8 for 0'= 0 in Table VII) , it is found in this connection that the solution may be obtained by setting a part of the continued fraction equal to zero. For R between {rl and {r+n}, the following equation gives an accurate enough solution for the higher energy levels. For 1/[QAV/RT)iJ> 0.287, only a few of the now widely spaced lower levels, up to about E= 1.5 V, need to be derived accurately from the wave mechanics. It should be clearly understood that, in the above two regions, the assignment of quantum numbers in the old quantum theory is made in different ways.
1-=0. {r-2n}{r-n}
For the calculations now in progress for methyl alcohol, which lie outside the limits of present tabulations, it may prove to be necessay, in using old quantum theory levels, to introduce their dependence upon K in a proper way. If K, and therefore 0', is taken for some point between the limits 0'=0 and 0'= ±n/2, it is valid to assign the old quantum theory numbers in the free rotator limit on a linear scale. This linear assignment, by analogy to the methods developed here, will then be carried over to the hindered rotator.
